Cooperation Agreement between the
ICTP South American Institute for Fundamental Research (ICTP-SAIFR).
The National Institute of Science and Technology of the e-Universe (INCT e-Universe)
and
The Laboratório Interinstitucional de e-Astronomia (LineA)

In order to create a node in Rio de Janeiro for the ICTP-SAIFR Brazilian network of high-school physics and astronomy teachers, ICTP-SAIFR. the INCT e-Universe and LineA agree to cooperate in the training of high-school teachers who will participate in the Rio de Janeiro node of the ICTP-SAIFR Brazilian network.

- ICTP-SAIFR agrees to include high-school teachers from Rio de Janeiro in its São Paulo workshops and train them how to efficiently use in their classrooms the pedagogical material on physics and astronomy that ICTP-SAIFR has translated to Portuguese through its agreements with Perimeter Institute and LIGO.

- ICTP-SAIFR agrees to send its outreach coordinators to training workshops in Rio de Janeiro for high-school physics and astronomy teachers to help create a node in Rio de Janeiro for the ICTP-SAIFR network.

- INCT e-Universe agrees to contribute funds of 28,000 reais in 2020 to ICTP-SAIFR which ICTP-SAIFR will use to help support its training workshops in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro for high-school teachers.

- LineA and the INCT e-Universe agree that all workshops that it organizes for high-school teachers using material translated by ICTP-SAIFR will be jointly organized with ICTP-SAIFR and will use the name “ICTP-SAIFR Física da Fronteira para a Sala de Aula: Edição INCT do e-Universo” and ICTP-SAIFR advertisement, or some other name and advertisement that are acceptable to ICTP-SAIFR.
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